Mototoken Claiming Guide
Step 1 – Find a Mototoken to claim on the RemoteMoto website
The first step is to go to RemoteMoto.com and use the route map to find Mototokens that are ready
to be claimed. In the example below the route map shows Mototokens on the Peninsula (indicated
by the stars).

Step 2 – Navigate to the Mototoken and take a photo
Once you have selected a Motoken to claim you then use the GPS coordinates to ride to the
Mototoken and take a photo to prove you were there. Ideally the claim photo would include either
you or your bike however in some cases that is hard to do so any photo that proves you were there
is fine. There are no strict rules regarding the style of photo, you can be as creative as you like as
long as the photo clearly proves you were there.
In this example I have chosen to claim the Lake Emma Historic Hut Mototoken (photo below)

To claim this Mototoken I have taken a photo of my bike to prove I was there (photo below)

Step 3 – Claim your Mototoken on RemoteMoto
Once you have your Mototoken claim photo, go to the Mototoken on RemoteMoto and scroll to the
bottom of the page. Here you will see the Mototokens section and the Claim Mototoken button
where you upload your photo and claim your Mototoken. Once your photo it is verified it will be
added to your Mototoken claim count!
In the example below you can see my Mototoken claim has been uploaded and verified. At the
bottom of each Mototoken page, all the riders that have claimed the Mototoken will be displayed.

How many Mototokens can you claim?

Got an idea for a great Mototoken?
The Mototoken Suggestion Guide shows you how to load Mototokens for other riders to claim

